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Lead Like It Matters to God
2021-03-30

outcomes conference book of the year christian book award finalist richard stearns is a leader who has been tested as a
ceo in both secular companies and also as the head of one of the world s largest christian ministries after stints as ceo of
parker brothers and then lenox stearns accepted the invitation to leave his corporate career to become the president of
world vision us where he became the longest serving president in their seventy year history during his tenure there he
implemented corporate best practices lowering overheads while tripling revenues his leadership in calling the american
church to respond to some of the greatest crises of our time notably the hiv and aids pandemic and the global refugee
crisis challenged christians to embrace a bold vision for compassion mercy and justice in lead like it matters to god stearns
shares the leadership principles he has learned over the course of his remarkable career as a leader who has navigated
both secular and sacred spaces stearns claims that the values christian leaders embrace in their workplaces are actually
more important than the results they achieve that god is more concerned about a leader s character than a leader s
success with wisdom wit and biblical teaching stearns shares captivating stories of his life journey and unpacks seventeen
crucial values that can transform leaders and their organizations when leaders embody values such as integrity courage
excellence forgiveness humility surrender balance generosity perseverance love and encouragement they not only improve
their witness for christ they also shape institutions influence culture improve team performance and create healthy
workplaces where people can flourish through this book stearns will inspire a new generation of christian leaders to boldly
take their values into their workplaces to tangibly demonstrate the character of christ the love of christ and the truth of
christ as they live out their faith in full view of others

Faith Matters to God
2020-10-07

god s word declares faith to be at the very core of what every person believes whether it is a belief in god jesus christ or
something else furthermore we demonstrate that faith through our behavior conduct and actions or what we have faith in
is either proven or disproven by the facts before us

God Matters
1999

this strikingly designed full color book is a collaboration by young people ages 6 25 from around the world the prayers in
payer reflect the experiences needs wants joys and hopes of youth from more than 18 countries including the united states
france italy germany spain and japan

What Good Is God?
2010-10-19

journalist and spiritual seeker philip yancey has always struggled with the most basic questions of the christian faith the
question he tackles in what good is god concerns the practical value of belief in god his search for the answer to this
question took him to some amazing settings around the world mumbai india when the firing started during the terrorist
attacks at the motel where martin luther king jr was assassinated on the virginia tech campus soon after the massacre an
aa convention and even to a conference for women in prostitution at each of the ten places he visited his preparation for
the visit and exactly what he said to the people he met each provided evidence that faith really does work when what we
believe is severely tested what good is god tells the story of philip s journey the background the preparation the
presentations themselves here is a story of grace for armchair travelers spiritual seekers and those in desperate need of
assurance that their faith really matters

God Matters
2005-01-01

seldom have god matters been treated with such verve sense rigour and humour as in this collection of writings by herbert
mccabe the book demonstrates the depth and clarity of his theology and philosophy of god his appetite for controversy
both political and theological as well as a traditional catholic concern for prayer liturgy mary and st dominic the articles
which range widely and represent over twenty years of characterstically dominican enterprise reveal a personality that is
itslef clear evidence that god matters
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Living Out Our Years Matters to God
2024-02-19

have you ever thought about how living and ending your life matters to god have you ever just stopped for a minute and
honestly considered how futile the normal pursuits of human life really are have you thought about how badly informed
and defenseless life goals of greed selfishness and intolerance really are have you ever rationally considered the reality of
life death and god have you ever pondered the thought that in a century from now you will be gone dead buried and
forgotten

Matthew Matters
2021-04-21

the gospel of matthew says some things about jesus and attributes words to jesus that are unique to this gospel if we pay
careful attention to these passages we may find matthew both challenging some of our most treasured assumptions and
providing new exciting possibilities for the life of the church jesus as the teacher and embodiment of divine wisdom calling
to us to learn gentleness and humility from him leads us into a path of discipleship that has profound implications for
christians relationship with the world but especially with jews and muslims

Work Book
2015-06-09

do you know why youre here do you know what youre supposed to accomplish your workwhat you do in this lifematters
greatly to god there are no second class assignments from him and it is imperative to see the value that god places on our
work and our works in the work book you will find answers to important questions is work a result of sin and the curse or
was it gods original plan that we work is secular work somehow inferior to spiritual or ministerial work what is the
significance of jesus having been a carpenter and of paul having been a tent maker what kind of work is jesus doing yet
today what does the bible say about the kind or work ethic we are to have our attitude toward work how much does the
new testament really say about the importance of us doing good works what does the work of the ministry look like and
entail what does the bible say about the rewards of our works and how will our works be judged if we are saved by grace
why do we need to work are there some works we are to avoid what about rest how can we work and not be a workaholic if
we want to hear jesus say well done then we need to make sure we are doing some things well your life matters to god
because of his unconditional love for you now its time to make your life significant to others through works of love and
kindness

Heaven Is a Place on Earth
2004

drawing heavily on the story of scripture this book persuasively explains how our next life actually supplies deep
significance for the life we enjoy now encouraging us to celebrate creation hone our humanity and extend the grace of
redemption to every corner of our existence

Truth Matters
2018-09-03

newcomers to the church community need tools to navigate the christian faith and a guide for connecting doctrine to real
life in a world that s increasingly relative author andrew petiprin helps readers discover unchanging truth based on god s
word truth matters shows how core tenants of the christian faith were affirmed over the centuries

God Matters
2013-12-03

perhaps human beings are animals driven by the will to survive and reproduce perhaps responsibility is a useful fiction and
religion is the opium of the masses perhaps death is the end life is ultimately meaningless brutish and short perhaps man is
the measure of all things and beauty truth and justice are open to interpretation or perhaps not
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What Really Matters
2019-08-26

you will enjoy a 365 day devotional filled with meditations on faith hope and love from the writers of our daily bread these
daily readings will provide encouragement through excerpts from god s word engaging stories and compelling quotes you
are invited on a journey to build your faith in god and in his word to know there is hope for your present and future and to
fall more deeply in love with him

Giving that Matters to God: A Fresh Look at Christian Stewardship for You
and Your Church
2021-03-09

if you re looking for a comprehensive and challenging study on christian stewardship you will find that here be prepared
for some challenging questions but more importantly be prepared for this study to change your life jesus said we will serve
one of two masters god or money it is our prayer that this study will challenge you to be honest about which master you re
serving help you discover what it means to follow jesus and what he expects from his followers help you understand how
your financial stewardship is a part of god s master plan challenge you to evaluate the mission effort of your local church
and ensure that your church no matter its size or location really matters coming to understand that stewardship is an
adventure that involves risk we ll end this study by looking at both how to develop risk takers in our families and churches
and at the incredible blessings promised to those who are faithful and risky stewards betsy arkema is the 2nd daughter of
wendell and ruth van gunst she lives in new era with her husband paul one of the 3rd generation owners of country dairy
together they have 3 children betsy is a high school math teacher by education but spends her time working at country
dairy taking care of her family and volunteering at her church where she helps plan and write worship services she has
grown up with her dad s passion for the church and for mission work it has been an honor to partner with him on this
project wendell van gunst is a retired farmer and business owner he began country dairy a milk cheese ice cream bottling
facility on his family farm in 1985 he began gulu country dairy research farm and training school in gulu uganda in 2013 he
still lives with his wife ruth on the family farm in new era mi together they have been blessed with 4 daughters 3 sons in
law and 17 grandchildren his passions are god the church cows and his family

The Story that Matters
2016-10-03

herbert mccabe who died in 2001 was one of the most intelligent roman catholic thinkers of the twentieth century an
influence on philosophers such as anthony kenny and alasdair macintyre he was also befriended by poets and literary
critics such as seamus heaney and terry eagleton equally at home in philosophy and theology he despised jargon and
intellectual posturing as a substitute for reason and argument at the time of his death he left a wealth of unpublished
material so outstanding in its quality and originality that it is surprising that it was never published in book form this is
now put to rights in god still matters we have the chance to read mccabe on the topics that interested him most philosophy
of god christology fundamental theology sacramental theology and ethics no one who reads this volume will doubt that
mccabe was one of the outstanding christian thinkers of his generation and the epitome of dominican intellectual openness
and rigour

God Still Matters
2005-01-01

we in mainline churches are uneasy maybe even scared why are our voices not heard after all we are the reasonable
christians the updated christians the respectable ones who have dominated the cultural landscape since colonial times this
book presumes that trying to reverse the loss of our traditional status in society is both futile and beside the point what s
called for when we find ourselves in a state of crisis is to rediscover the big picture the christian hope projected on a large
screen this requires the courage to revisit the sources from which all christian hope springs rediscovering their life giving
power that power rises from the counterintuitive affirmations of the gospel represented in christ s incarnation his healing
the afflicted his raising the dead his vulnerability his cross resurrection and universal restoration acts 3 21 preaching and
worship that embodies and lifts up the hard parts the life giving parts is neither fundamentalist nor an exercise in nostalgia
it is rather evidence of confidence in the triune god who makes the unknowable known the good shepherd promised my
sheep hear my voice i know them and they follow me john 10 27 and when they do they will
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Preaching and Praying as Though God Matters
2022-10-14

i know what you re thinking another book on money and you re right this is another book on money but it s probably not
quite from the angle that you re thinking money matters to god is a book about seeing finances through the eyes of god
instead of the eyes of society through this book we will walk through the scripture to see what the bible actually has to say
about money and how we should use it you may be surprised to see what s there money is an important topic to god you
can clearly see that through the old and new testaments jesus talked more about money than he did about heaven or hell
money is important to god simply because it s important to us sometimes too important my prayer is that through this book
you will be able to shed the burden of financial stress through priority and perspective

Money Matters (to God)
2020-11-09

many people today feel it is impossible to know with certainty the truth concerning spiritual matters in this book pastor
and author tim frisch explores the subject of god s existence and why it is of such importance for our personal well being
and for society s health as a whole it is a thought provoking analysis of human experience pointing beyond the answers
found in science and pop culture to a hope that can only be found by looking outside ourselves to the one who matters most

God Matters
2014-12-09

a 1 new release best seller can you forgive series god the only thing that matters the journal guidebook the purpose of this
guidebook is to help develop as defined the information instruction recognition and to simplify the understanding of gods
revelation warnings and enemies of god this guidebook contains exercises lessons and practice material this guidebook
reveals steps for repentance forgiveness and redemption in receiving the grace mercy and salvation that god has to offer
his enemies what is the world s view and its reason for warring against a just and moral god the guidebook is in
concordance consistent and in accord with using the writings of the bible known as scripture for a better understanding of
explanation the journal guidebook continues the saga from amazons best sellers in the series of a chosen 15 minutes with
jesus the testimonial book of victorya s face to face encounter with christ jesus asked can you forgive and then revealed the
only thing that matters is god b can you forgive the journal workbook c god the only thing that matters the journal
guidebook the last workbook in the series is ideal for individuals families friends groups and couples

God
2021-03-10

this is a book of twenty five sermons each offering a unique and challenging perspective for the reader to consider and be
encouraged that their life counts using the bible as the basis for each life lesson the reader is encouraged to recognize that
though thousands of years removed from the writing of the bible its lessons are still very applicable to our daily encounters
jesus on several occasions tried to stretch the apostles faith after his departure from the earth he needed men who would
believe him in impossible situations for he was asking them to do the unthinkable twelve men would head up the task of
taking the gospel message to the entire world when we see the apostles huddled in fear after christ s crucifixion we
wonder if they could ever be a winning team but with god nothing is impossible however we must keep god in the equation
too often we don t rather we go it alone and in the process we sometimes stumble and when we do so we judge ourselves
as no longer useful to god the good news you no matter your circumstances still matter to god

You Matter To God
2020-12-02

have you ever wondered how prayer works have you ever wished you were better at praying have you ever been at a loss
for words to pray this is not a book that attempts to answer all your questions on prayer on the contrary the author
acknowledges upfront that prayer is a mystery for which there is no magic formula there are biblical principles that teach
much about prayer and god s spiritual spokespersons have offered insight but god is god and prayer is in the realm of his
unfathomable ways and workings rather this is a book that invites you to come alongside the author and delve into the
practice of prayer it contains reflections on varied prayer matters that are based on exploring principles about prayer and
trying various ways to pray it is the fruit of the author s entreating god to teach her to pray since much of this entreating
occurred while walking with her son through his cancer battle and now as she grieves his passing the author s insights are
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presented as one questioning pilgrim desiring to help another the book s premise is that we do not have to understand
prayer to pray we learn to pray by praying the more we pray the more natural praying therefore becomes hence
suggestions and tools are offered to facilitate praying whether you are relatively experienced with prayer brand new or
somewhere in between you are invited to ponder these prayer matters and to implement those suggestions for doing
prayer that appeal to you because ultimately while we may not know the intricate workings of prayer this side of heaven
one thing we do know is prayer matters

Prayer Matters
2017-12-20

this book contains reflections on the sunday bible readings for year a in the roman catholic lectionary they are intended to
assist those preparing homilies or talks on the readings as well as others whose curiosity and questions have been aroused
by these readings reflections on year b and year c in the the liturgical cycle will appear in subsequent volumes sunday
matters or should matter to christians it is the lords day and so the most important day of the week a time for us to
acknowledge god as the source centre and goal of our lives because sunday is a matter of importance there are important
matters to consider on this day such as time for prayer worship and being nourished by the word of god sunday also
matters because it is a limited amount of time and these days there are a host of other things competing for our time and
attention sport shopping tv travel etc deciding what to do on sundays and other major days of the christian calendar has
become something of a challenge for contemporary christians some would say even a crisis

Sunday Matters
2010-10-31

my wife and i have a plan to one christmas ride a midnight express to salt lake city we are christians not mormons but we
will spend a few days where thousands meet in his name and hear his music we will attend christmas by the tabernacle
choir life is like a train station where two tracks run in opposite directions one train runs uphill to where christ dwells
another train runs downhill to where he is ignored folks who board the downhill train are fully aware of the uphill train but
insist that theirs is the proper train as the land they travel into turns dark and chaotic they imagine that error is truth that
bitter is sweet and that despair is the norm as the uphill train travels its passengers see a new land where clear waters run
deep where the sun is bright and warm where people come and go as they please and where there is singing and joy god
and freedom what matters in life by jon christie is a powerful book about life and how to live it it is a profound analysis of
many facets of life and a guide to truth i will use it as a reference the discussion of science to demonstrate the need of a
creator interpretation was accurate and clear and helpful to the layman i recommend that everyone read this book keith
walker author t man of steel and just forgiven

God and Freedom
2016-06-16

of course the bible matters it is god s word to us it shows us how to please him but how can we access its message the
author creates a sense of expectation so that reading the bible becomes a spirit filled experience as we listen to the god of
the universe speaking amazingly to us to me each day the bible is a living word where we encounter god it is a personal
word where we engage with god it is a clear word we can understand it with the help of god s holy spirit it is an intentional
word for god wants to achieve something through it in our lives and it is a sufficient word equipping us thoroughly for how
we need to live the bible is a personal letter medicine a battle cry a love story and so so much more this book will enthuse
you even in those times when the experience of reading the bible feels like hard work the god of the universe is speaking to
us intimately and personally today contents introduction the god who speaks god spoke in the bible god speaks in the bible
god speaks jesus in the bible the bible is relational the bible is intentional the bible is enough the bible is reliable the bible
is accessible dying to read the bible why i love the bible hymn by tim chester

Bible Matters
2017-07-20

what if the mess of your life is where god is about to do his best work life can be a tangled mess luke lezon s mess came in
the form of alarming health issues transforming him from fun loving and god fearing to angry and hopeless as luke s health
deteriorated for months without answers the stress of not knowing suddenly spiraled into a mental and emotional
breakdown as a pastor he wasn t supposed to struggle with life s mess but then maybe we ve been wrong about the mess
all along as luke learned you are not made of the mess you are made through it if you re feeling lonely or less than
ashamed of where you ve been or anxious about where you re going this is a message crafted just for you god is never
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afraid of a mess he s never run from some dirt and blood in fact the mess is exactly where he does his best work if we
believe that god created us from dust and redeemed us through the blood of the cross we can trust him with our tangled
lives your mess matters is a lifeline to hang on to a light in the dark reminding you that god is still at work making your life
more beautiful than ever before through vulnerable stories of his own journey and profound biblical truths luke will guide
you through the process of entrusting your story to jesus and letting him work his biggest promises through your greatest
regrets with luke s encouraging insight and bold truth telling your mind will be comforted your heart inspired and your
soul empowered to let god transform your mess into a masterpiece

Your Mess Matters
2019-11-12

this book connects sunday worship to the rest of our lives walking readers through what it looks like to live as a true
worshiper of god who has been transformed by the gospel of jesus christ

True Worshipers
2015

lectio divina is a way of praying by sustained immersion into a revelatory text while scripture is the classic place of
encounter with god the text could also be the book of life or the book of nature inlectio matters respected spiritual guide
meg funk accompanies the reader in exploring the various levels of lectio divina as taught by the ancient church writers
and by sharing her own long experience by means of this wisdom both ancient and new lectio divina can become our
burning bush a real encounter with the living god in which we take off our sandals and bow our brow to the ground

Lectio Matters
2013-02-01

through short stories and personal reflections learn how god interacts in your daily life concise easy to read chapters help
you gain a better understanding on how to establish an intensely personal relationship with god

Why God Matters
2010

what makes life meaningful more to the point what makes our life meaningful without a good answer to that question we
can expend much energy and experience much anxiety as we attempt to live lives of significance only to find that in the
end we missed the point entirely and along the way were deeply dissatisfied but there is hope in why you matter michael
sherrard shows that life is only meaningful if god exists he then shows how that fundamental fact provides clarity for some
of the most important questions of our lives including who am i how should i treat others what should i do with my life how
do i make sense of suffering if you have struggled with a sense of self worth and direction in your life or if you have a
friend colleague or family member who is searching for meaning in a world of suffering chaos and uncertainty why you
matter will give you confidence that your life matters but maybe not for the reasons you think

Why You Matter (Perspectives: A Summit Ministries Series)
2021-03-02

how is the one god also three persons how is jesus fully god and fully human who in the world should we pray to and why
does any of it matter steve dancause offers a succinct and profound investigation into how what we think about god as
trinity matters in our faith our work and our love it matters because the walls of our churches are cracking around us we
can keep patching things up but it is better to go to the foundation and do the hard digging with the right foundation the
structure holds and it stands the test of eternity and it is only in jesus and the trinity he reveals to us that we build our lives
on solid rock let s dig down together the jesus way small books of radical faith delve into big questions about god s work in
the world these concise practical books are deeply rooted in anabaptist theology crafted by a diverse community of
internationally renowned scholars pastors and practitioners the jesus way series helps readers deepen their faith in christ
and enliven their witness accessible jesus centered theology from an anabaptist perspective designed for use by individual
readers small groups and christian education classes glossary of terms and discussion and reflection questions in each
volume
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What is the Trinity and Why Does it Matter?
2020-03-31

u2 is widely hailed as the greatest rock and roll band in the world and lead singer bono is often seen in the media touting
humanitarian goals now christian scharen provides a thoughtful look at the driving force behind the band bono and other
band members are marked by the christian faith of their irish backgrounds scharen reflects on how u2 fits within the
longer christian tradition of voices that point us to the cross to jesus and to the power of god s ways in the world as he
explores the music s honest spiritual questioning music lovers pastors and anyone on the path to god will value this book

One Step Closer
2006-04-01

rest assured that whether others know our name or not god does you matter to him when you feel neglected ignored or
forgotten god sees you he knows who and what we are responsible for and he has a purpose for you significant to god
shares five familiar bible stories telling the truth with imagination the tales describe events happening to children though
no names are mentioned each character is known by people around the world through their words or deeds they have
made their mark for eternity their stories remind us that all of us matter to god that he sees us when we feel isolated and is
there when we feel left out and have no one life can be difficult but remembering that god watches over us and cares about
us no matter what can lift our spirits in the worst of times this collection of stories presents a retelling of five familiar tales
from the bible without names making it clear that god knows the longing of your heart and wants you to be happy

Significant to God
2020-12-15

the choice to live an ordinary life is no longer an option greatness lasting greatness is a desire built into every human heart
for the believer in christ it is not only possible but expected how will your life matter god wants your life to count for
eternity he wants you to join the team of rescuers he is sending into a desperate world

Why college matters to God
2009

at last a brief readable introduction to the unique purpose and value of a christian college education this book draws on the
insights of a wide range of christian philosophers historians scientists and theologians but communicates key concepts in
straightforward language and analogies that will connect with today s college students brief enough to be paired with
other first year texts it is an ideal introduction to the christian college experience for students faculty and staff

A Life That Matters
2007-10-01

what difference does theological thinking make does christianity have any relevance for our secular globalized
environmentally threatened world specifically formulated for undergraduate and seminary courses in theology this volume
answers a resounding yes gathering many respected and original christian thinkers who have been inspired by the example
and work of theologian sallie mcfague this book engages such topics as god christ revelation eschatology and church in
three intertwined and pressing areas 1 our religious life and language in a secularized pluralistic society 2 our newly
globalized economic life and 3 our threatened environmental life

Why College Matters to God
2009

what one will learn from this book this prayer manual your heart matters book is about the heart god is seeking for and
knowing how to pray with our weapon of warfare it takes you through a journey of the different faucet of prayer using our
god given weapons to defeat the defeated foe one will know when he or she allows god the master physician to operate on
you what beauty the heart can become when it is free from unforgiveness and every other spirit that attaches to it it is god
s joy to see his heart in you once you allow him to rein he says david is a man after his heart and you can be a woman or
man after god s heart it is for those who hearts hurt and the beauty that god allows to come out of it it is for those who are
healed and not whole it is for those who ready to be broken for the call the forces after the call and then healed in the
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midst of it all it for those who holding on to unforgiveness which can brings on spiritual massive heart attack it is for those
who want to be in fellowship with god not be a fellow with him

Theology that Matters
2022-09-01

nothing is more essential than knowing how to worship the god who created us this book focuses readers on the essentials
of god honoring worship combining biblical foundations with practical application in a way that works in the real world the
author a pastor and noted songwriter skillfully instructs pastors musicians and church leaders so that they can root their
congregational worship in unchanging scriptural principles not divisive cultural trends bob kauflin covers a variety of
topics such as the devastating effects of worshiping the wrong things how to base our worship on god s self revelation
rather than our assumptions the fuel of worship the community of worship and the ways that eternity s worship should
affect our earthly worship appropriate for christians from varied backgrounds and for various denominations this book will
bring a vital perspective to what readers think they understand about praising god

Your Heart Matters
2008-03-26

god began to deal with me as the tears rolled down my face god said you are thinking like a man you are always concerned
about the outward appearance but what is the condition of your heart toward me and toward my people i sat there
confused and said to the lord my heart this groundbreaking message will open your eyes to the truth about your own heart
whether you are new to the faith or have been doing great things for god s kingdom for years you still need a new heart
this word from the lord has changed dr bynum s life and it will change yours as well find out how you can be doing good
works for god and not even know him as you should uncover areas where your old heart deceived you and learn why it can
t be fixed explore the heart mind connection and see why this key to intimacy with god is so vital to a healthy satisfying
and effective life god wants to do some major heart surgery and give you a permanent and improved life are you ready to
receive

Worship Matters (Foreword by Paul Baloche)
2017-06-06

almighty matters god s politics in the bible explores the underlying politics of the hebrew and christian bibles by
uncovering their political theological connection in a single story line the politics of the new testament completes the
politics of the old although it has long been recognized that the hebrew bible prominently portrays the political
development of god s chosen people the role of jesus as a politician the founder of a movement aimed from its beginning at
subverting and capturing the roman empire has not been recognized putting the hebrew and christian bibles political
approach foremost shows why so much of it is hidden and why until recently jewish christian relations have been contrary
to god s design

Matters Of The Heart
2016-01-01

Almighty Matters
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